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Abstract: The existence of home advantage in football is a well known and well documented fact. However the precise causes and the way in which they affect performance are still not clear. A comprehensive review is made of published research under the main hypothesized explanations for home advantage in football which are: crowd effects, travel effects, familiarity, referee bias, territoriality, specific tactics, rule factors and psychological factors. Their interactions, and other factors that need to be taken into account when investigating home advantage, are considered.

Home advantage in football has long been established as an important factor in determining the result of a game. Its existence is certain to affect the attitude of players, coaches, referees, fans and the media alike. Surprisingly, and despite over 25 years of research, the precise causes of home advantage and the way in which they operate are still not well understood. A review of the evidence for and against plausible explanations needs to be set against a background of the following basic facts. Home advantage has been in existence at least since the start of organized football at the end of the 19th century. It is a worldwide phenomenon, but varies considerably from country to country. It has declined in the major leagues in Europe over the last 15 years. It tends to be greater in football than in other team sports.

The first report and quantitative description of home advantage in football was by Morris in 1981 [1]. This was soon followed by Dowie [2] and by Pollard [3] who gave a detailed quantitative description of home advantage in football and outlined the main hypothesized causes. This paper has been recently updated [4,5]. These explanations are now examined in the context of a comprehensive review of published research on home advantage as it relates specifically to football. The scope of this paper does not allow a detailed critical review of each publication, but should facilitate a literature review for any future research study on a specific aspect of football’s home advantage.

Crowd Effects

This is the most obvious factor involved with home advantage in football and one that fans certainly believe to be dominant [6,7]. However the precise way in which crowd support has an effect has been difficult to pinpoint [2,3]. For example the relationship with crowd size is unclear and the advantage has been shown to operate even with very small crowds [4,5,8]. In addition to the size of the crowd, its density, intensity of support and proximity to the field of play are all factors that need to be considered [9,10,11]. Likewise, it is not known whether the primary effect of the crowd is to give an advantage to the home team or a disadvantage to the away team and whether this is conveyed directly to the players or via referee decisions influenced by the crowd (see referee bias below). It is possible that the introduction of all-seater stadiums has modified the crowd effect.

Travel Effects

As with crowd support the evidence for a travel effect disadvantaging the away team is inconclusive. Distance traveled has been investigated within countries as well as internationally but with contradictory conclusions [2,3,12,13,14,15,16]. However, one consistent finding is that home advantage is reduced in local derbies where no travel is involved [3,17,18].

Familiarity

When a team plays at home, it will be performing at a familiar stadium in familiar conditions amid familiar surroundings, all of which should provide an advantage. This concept has proved difficult to investigate, but some intriguing findings suggest that familiarity is a likely factor in home advantage. An advantage has been shown to exist on account of playing on artificial turf [19], on pitches with unusually large or small dimensions [3,12] and with a make of football specific to the home team [20]. In addition there is some evidence that familiarity with local climatic conditions and with altitude has an effect favoring the home team [16,18,21]. Loss of familiarity has been suggested as a cause of the drop in home advantage in England and in Italy immediately after the long interruption of play due to World War II [1,8]. It also should apply in the same way when a team moves to a new stadium.

Referee Bias

There is now overwhelming evidence that referee decisions favor the home team. This was first suggested by analyzing the frequency of disciplinary cards and other referee decisions [9,22-26]. The bias was then demonstrated in a laboratory setting [27,28] and subsequently by returning to referee decisions after carefully controlling for confounding variables [10,29-32]. However, caution in the interpretation of some of these results has been suggested [33]. The reason for apparent referee bias is thought to be a consequence of crowd support, but this has not yet been established, neither has whether the bias acts primarily on the home team, the
away team, or both. An interesting study involving the ethnicity of the referee and of the competing teams also pointed to unequal treatment by the referee, suggesting that other factors might be at work [34].

Territoriality

Humans and animals are known to respond to a real or perceived invasion of their home territory and it seems reasonable to suppose this might be a factor in home advantage. The idea that this might be at work in football was originally put forward by Morris [1]. Evidence was later produced showing that home players experience an increase in hormone activity before a game [35-38]. Subsequently it has been shown that teams playing in countries, or specific cities or regions within countries, often isolated and with a history of conflict, have increased home advantage perhaps due to a heightened sense of territoriality [14,17].

Special Tactics

Home and away teams may approach games differently from a tactical viewpoint. If the away team were to use a more cautious and defensive approach this might be expected to hand a territorial and psychological advantage to the home team [3,5]. Although a study documented increased home advantage in the second leg of European cup games suggested, among other things, tactical considerations as an explanation [39], there is still no firm evidence to link tactics with home advantage. Clear differences between home and away teams in terms of match performance indicators have been shown, with implications on tactical strategies [18,40,41].

Rule Factors

Although football is a simple game, the last two decades have seen important changes in the rules of the game as well as the regulations involving player participation, all of which have the potential to affect home advantage. Changing from two to three points for a win has produced conflicting findings in relation to home advantage [2,3,8,42,43]. The increased use of substitutes and the lengthening of the half-time interval have also been hypothesized as having an effect due to a greater degree of what has been termed ‘information transfer’ [44]. The rule limiting passing back to the goalkeeper is another possibility, as is the directive to referees to punish tackles from behind more severely. The Bosman ruling of 1995 making it easier for players to move internationally and more frequently from club to club has resulted in teams, especially in England, consisting mainly of non-native born players. This is likely to dilute the relationship between the players and their ‘home’ city and home fans, and hence has the potential to influence home advantage.

Psychological Factors

Since players and coaches are well aware of the existence of home advantage, their mental attitude before and during a game is certainly going to be affected. One possibility is that although there may be real reasons for the advantage, these are being augmented by the beliefs of the players and those around them. Hence a self perpetuating phenomenon is being established [3,4,5]. A review of home advantage in football from a psychological and physiological viewpoint has been made by Neave and Wolfson [38]. Ultimately it is what goes on in the mind of players, coaches and referees that determine their actions and hence the result of a game and the role played by home advantage. A study of five players appears to be the only investigation into the psychological state of footballers in relation to home advantage [45]. Two papers have focused on how players might become better prepared to cope with the perceived disadvantage of playing away from home [36,46].

Interaction of Causes

One of the problems about researching home advantage in football is the fact that the likely causes outlined above will be operating together, each interacting with the other in ways that will be difficult to investigate, isolate and quantify. A model for these interactions has been proposed [4,5]. Thus a researcher will need to develop a strategy which either takes a multivariate approach, or which carefully controls for possible confounding variables that are not the main focus of the study.

Other Considerations

Although there are different ways of quantifying home advantage, team ability has been recognized as a factor that affects the magnitude of home advantage and needs to be taken into account, especially if individual teams are being compared. Several different approaches have been used [12,16,19,32,47]. In addition, the general recent decline in home advantage and the significant long-term fluctuations need to be incorporated into the analysis when basing a study on more than a few years of data [5,8,39,41,42,48]. Large differences in home advantage between countries must also be considered as a confounding variable, as well as having the potential to throw light on possible causes [14,17,49]. It has been suggested that game importance might also be a factor to consider [39]. Since football’s world governing body (FIFA) is now making use of its world football rankings to seed teams in World Cup qualification, it is worth noting that home advantage is totally ignored in the procedure to calculate the rankings [50]. This is an astonishing omission given the importance of home advantage is known to have in determining the result of a game.

In conclusion, the exact same words written at the end of my paper on home advantage in football in 1986 are just as relevant over 20 years later: “Clearly, there is still much to be learnt about the complex mechanisms that cause home advantage, both in soccer and other sports. The topic remains a fruitful area of research for sports historians, sociologists, psychologists and statisticians alike” [3].
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